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S E C R E T S  O F  A  M I S T R E S S  5  S E C R E T S  M I S T R E S S E S  D O N ’ T  S H A R E  

Peace Babes. How ya’ll be? I’m feeling good and great, great and good. I wanna skip the small talk and get right 
to business. S H A D O W S…! So many of us fear the parts of our personality that society has programmed us to 
fear. For instance, I have been programmed to fear my big mouth since the day I arrived on Earth. I don’t like 
trouble, so  I learned the proper things to say to earn me certain things from certain people.  My Venus (love, 
relationships, money) is in Taurus. So being selfish can come quite easy to me. However, my Lilith (shadow self) 
is in Sagittarius. Sometimes, this unicorn totally has devil horns… 
 
7 placements in my natal chart are in Libra. Balance, relationships and love are uber important to me. Venus is 
ruled by both the Taurus and Libra astrological signs. I use various placements in my natal chart to help me heal 
real life challenges. Love has been quite challenging for me. I’m growing from expecting the men I love most to 
abandon me. Because I have always battled this fear in the root of my soul thanks to my paternal experiences, I 
have never fully given myself to anyone. Especially a man. Ely and I met after I graduated 8th grade. We were 
friends for 2 years before we dated and sex waited 2 yrs. When my Jon and I met, we were just bangin buddies 
(aka friends w/benefits). Once I got preggers, shit got real. I’ve had Endometriosis since I was 12, and my 1st born 
required a laparoscopy. Jon popped me off more than once. The 1st baby I wished away. The 2nd baby stayed. I 
promised myself I would do everything I could to keep my relationship in tact and I did. However, that resulted in 
me feeling more estranged from myself than I ever have. I’ve been healing from love for 2 years because I am 
passionate about my next lover being my husband. Below are the 5 ideas that keep my head in the game. Ya may 
wanna smoke a joint before reading more… 
 
1.       Be Honest 
 
Mmmk…! That can be a toughie for me. I am a Gemini. 1 of the 2 majicians of the deck. I am growing from my 
addiction of telling people what they wanna hear and skating off. The truth is, I am faaar too sensitive and I feel 
waaay more than I communicate. We often hear tarot card readers say what they heard in their heads in between 
pulling cards. I hear informative voices without the cards, since always. Women usually shut me out. I get along 
better with the men. They don’t usually judge. The issues come up when sex enters the picture. Many dudes get 
turned down. However, sometimes I say yes, but I was just doin it, just to have something to do. I have another 
comprehension of sex, which I’ll discuss later. Lying to other people allowed me to get comfortable lying to myself. 
When talkin sex with other women, I’d say I’m under experienced than most (blame my under stimulated root 
chakra). Still, I have found myself having sex with guys because I felt guilty. Dudes callin me a dick tease fuq’d me 
up. I liked being accepted, so I’d comply paying the invisible toll  with my actual body… I am a hellafied truth teller 
these days. Y? Because I’m celibate ��. 
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2.       Consider Celibacy 
 
Sexual energy is also known as creative energy in the energy medicine World. We crave sex from people 
whose soul match the medicine required to heal our own. The soul is the eternal part of our physical 
existence that has always existed. The soul is the over see-er/orchestrator of everything we do in life. The 
souls knows the answer to every question and has infinite abilities. The spirit is connected to the mind. The 
mind is the computer of the physical, human avatar. The mind uses hormones to communicate between 
the brain and the lower 3 chakras, where fear, shame and guilt are sourced. The acid 95% of the 
food/beverages we consume daily prevents the light from entering our cells. The light is the benefit our 
physical body receives for having healed, cleared and balanced chakras. The light is sources from our 
vortex, which exists beyond the chakras and is powered by the universal sun sol. We usually seek sexual 
mates that reflect the childhood triggers we run from most. I’ve attracted lovers who I feared would leave 
me for someone else. Meditation is the remedy for foul thoughts like this. The sacral chakra is the sex 
chakra. Therefore, sacral meditations are ideal when dealing with flashes of horniness. 
 
3.       Write 
 
Our words are literally curses. The English language was created to be the trickster language. The English 
language is a collection of several other languages, with redefined, similar words. Forcing our minds to go 
a lil bonkers from over stimulation. Writing has always stopped this form of thinking in it’s tracks, with me. 
As a Gemini, I often get numb and detach which can be healthy, if balanced. Writing allows me to express 
whatever I am feeling. Even when I feel totally numb and void of words. If I grab a pen, paper and just 
write, the things that come out are soooo illuminatingly beautiful, I find myself honored that that is my truth. 
Once everything is released from me, I feel lighter and it’s easier for me to carry on with life. But 
remember, words are curses. I’m from Chicago, so I’m a helluva cussa. This past year, I have been 
working on watching the words that come out of my mouth, observe how they feel, emotionally, and doin 
whatever work required of me to remain balanced. Sometimes the words I hear me say hurt my feelings. I 
didn’t now why that was until I began becoming familiar with entomology. Now I am becoming familiar with 
the origin of words. The origin of the words is where the most powerful energy lies. When we know what 
we speak of, we tend to have more respect for words, people, places and things. Resulting in us speaking 
less overtime. 



4.       Judge No One 
 
In my relationships, I always kept some dude on the side for emotional support. These were male “friends” who could make me 
feel better when either of my boyfriends made me feel sad. There are soooo many errors in this form of thinking. The woman is 
the manifesto of her World. Therefore, expecting either one of my Baby Daddies to abandon me welcomed that very behavior. I 
spoke, wrote, thought and dreamed about how it would all go down very often. The next time I saw them, it was on! I was a fussin 
foo! Forcing my worse nightmares to become my reality. Y? Because words are curses. Expecting my BD’s to leave, I kept my 
options open. I often met males who were “friends”. Just waiting like lil hound dogs for my actual boyfriend to fuq up, so they can 
take his place. I call these dudes boyfriend #2’s (BF#2). BF#2 are just shelter from the storm. And they have been there for me all 
20 yrs of my dating journey. BF#2’s tell you what you wanna hear. Buy you the World. You are each other’s secrets, which offers 
a mega thrill. You find your energy changing, from all the way up (skin glowing, booty growing, stress basically gone) to all the 
way down (paranoid, exhausted, unreliable). Y? because during sex, we take on the feelings of our sexual partner. Their fear, 
shame and guilt match, which was what attracted them in the 1st place. Thoughts of getting caught and being cheated on by your 
side piece become prime time in your mind. Suddenly, your paranoid af about errthnag. Meanwhile, your children start wild’n out, 
your parents are nagging you from across the country and your main  Boo are damn near broken up, thanks to how often you 
argue. Instead of putting one another in the hot seat, consider  your experience to be karma. Meditation is a dope tool for you to 
realize what you learned, detach from wreckless behavior and hit reset internally to begin anew. To give your relationship super 
powers, mediate together for at least 30 minutes. Breathe in one another’s air, hold hands and give yourselves permission to 
unify. Whether you both decide to break up or work it out, everything thing is perfectly perfect. Couple meditation also keeps the 
family balanced. NO matter what. 
 
5.       Learn Unconditional Love 
 
Unconditional love could be best described as limitless love. The type of love that remains, no matter what. That sounds cute, but 
most of us were raised conditional af! Take me for example, I just knew I was the poster child of unconditional love when my 
Kundalini Awakening Experience initially began. Them towers started falling daily. Sometimes 3 a day. And suddenly, I had 
conditions like a mo-fo. “If you love me you would… You make me feel like… This is your fault because…” All of that is 
dictatorship, which I don’t take kindly to when others do it to me. A beautiful remedy would be any of the above suggestions 
(judge no one, write, consider celibacy and be honest) for instant healin. 
 
I recently manifested a reality I thought I wanted. Receiving it had me feelin just as paranoid as I did when I was manifesting it. 
Allowin me to see how broken I am. Instead of blame the condition of my heart on every man I have engaged with, I choose to be 
responsible, make peace with my inner child by learning more about my natal chart and becoming emotionally mature. So I can 
parent better and live in the moment. It’s been 2 years and I am a sucka for relationships. However, my next union is a lifetime 
union. AKA marriage. The above steps are how I stay connected to myself. 
 
Women, there is power in connecting to self via working out. I have been working out since my adolescents to deal with the 
physical pain I often found myself in. Fitness offered me actual  goals, which was muuuch better than lying in the fetal position, 
awaiting death. Working out allows us to re-direct pain, earn our dream body the natural way and  bon with self and whomever we 
workout with. Click the link below and book your personal training sessions with me today! 
 
Are you in pain? Allow our CBD oil to soothe your central nervous system, minimizing your physical pain. We have the oil and the 
cream. Click here to order. 
 
 
Personal Training:  https://www.hellomynameisangela.com/book-online   
CBD Products: http://bit.ly/2GxHUls 
 
 


